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[R] - ITEM IS RESTRICTED 104-10101-10125
LIBRARY LISTS

REP MENI 6988 (IN 84978)*

1. ALL INTERESTED RECS CONSIDER CONCLUDING RECS LISTS, FRILIS, AND TYPIC MATTERS HAVE DISCUSSD ITS VALUE OF REVERSED POST OFFICE BOX LISTING REQUESTED REP. TO MAKE SUCH LIST WILL COST BETWEEN SIX AND SEVEN THOUSAND DOLLARS. IF CONSIDERED CLASSIFIED AND WAS TO BE PRINTED BY KOMPERS WOULD TAKE ABOUT NINE MONTHS. IF NOT CLASSIFIED, COULD BE GIVEN COMMERCE LIST TO COMMERCIAL FIRM WOULD TAKE THREE TO SIX MONTHS. ONCE PRINTED, COULD PROVIDE THESE LISTS, ONE NUMERICAL BY BOX NUMBER, SECOND ALPHABETICAL BY NUMBER OF BOX, AND THIRD ALPHABETICAL BY NAME OF BOX, AND THIRD ALPHABETICAL BY NAME OF PERSON WHO RECEIVES MAIL.

2. RECS OF OPINION: MAIN VALUE OF HEDO COLLECTED BY LIBRARY IS LIST BY BOX NUMBER WHICH ALREADY IS AVAILABLE AND COULD BE OF USE IN IDENTIFYING BOX NUMBERS FOUND IN MAIL INTERCEPT PROGRAMS, OR PHONE INTERCEPTS. ACCORDING PASS EXPERIENCE, MOST PERSONS OF INTEREST WHO RECEIVE MAIL AT POST OFFICE BOXES HAVE THE BOX IN ALIAS AND RECEIVE MAIL ADDRESSES TO ALIAS, WHEREAS ALPHABETICAL LISTING COULD BE OF LITTLE VALUE UNLESS ALIASES IDENTIFIED.

15952
FURTHERMORE IT IS ASSUMED THAT THE LIMITATION ON ORGANIZATIONS AND UNITS INCLUDES THE FOLLOWING:

3. NESS REQUESTS STATION WITH THE LIST OF UNITS LIMITATION ON ORGANIZATIONS AND UNITS FOR BUSH AND REClassification STATION'S USE.

IN CONSIDERATION OF THE LIST FOR USE AT STATION TO BE USED AT FREQUENCY OF OCCASIONAL USE, AND TO STATION LIMITATION WOULD MATERIALLY SUPPORT THE STATION OR PROGRAM. THE STATION WOULD THERE TO LIMIT FOR THE RECLASSIFIED LISTING REFERRED TO IN PARAGRAPHS 12 A

IF SO THAT IF DIVERSE LIMITATION ARE INCLUDED, IT WOULD CONTAIN CURRENT NAMES. NESS RECOMMENDS THIS LIST BE CONSIDERED UNCLASSIFIED FOR PROCESSING PURPOSES SO THAT IF PROCESSED FOR MACHINE LISTING THE STATION CAN RECEIVE QUICKER SERVICE.
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